
�រវ�វត���ភស���រកម� ៤.០

• ភស���រកម� ១.០ (Mechanization of Transport) 

បដិវត�ន៍ឧស��ហកម� ១.០ �ន�ើត�ន�ើង�អំឡ�ងសតវត��រ�ទី១៨  �មួយនឹងវត��ន

���សុីន�ើរ�យចំ�យទឹក។ មនុស���ប់��ើម���ស់ប��រពី�រ�រ���ចំ�រ មក��ើ�រ

ក��ងវ�ស័យឧស��ហកម�។ �រផលិត�យ��ើក���ំងមនុស��សុទ��ធ���វ�ន���ស់ប��រ 

រួចជំនួសមកវ�ញ�យ�រផលិត��ល��ើ���ស់���សីុន�ើរ�យចំ�យទឹក។ ចំ��កឯ

ភស���រកម�វ�ញ គឺស�តិ�ក��តិមូល���ន��ើយ ��លយន��រ���រដឹកជ���ន��ើ�ើង

�មរយៈ�រដឹកជ���ន�មផ��វថ�ល់ ផ��វ��ក និងផ��វទឹក។ ���ំងផ��កទំនិញ���ន់���អ�រ

�ម����ល��ើស���ប់ផ��កវត���តុ�ើម, ផលិតផល�ក់ក���លស���ច  ឬផលិតផល

ស���ចប៉ុ���ះ ខណៈ�រជ���នទំនិញ���វ�ន��ើ�យរ��ះ។
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social, demographic and market conditions changed in which logistics went through 
phases, from Logistics 1.0 to the present day Logistics 4.0. Figure 1 shows the evolution 
of logistics in the period from the �irst industrial revolution to date.  

Figure 1. Evolution of logistics (adapted from Wang, 2016) 

The �irst industrial revolution occurred in the 18th century and was marked by the 
invention of the steam engine and the transition from manual to machine production. This 
was the beginning of the massive use of transport of goods and passengers. For logistics, 
this period meant transport mechanization. Supply chain management was at the local 
level and logistics was based on push delivery �lows. Warehouses were simple buildings 
in which raw materials and �inished products were kept on the �loor and movement of 
goods was carried out by hand carts. The owners of factories and shops dealt with the 
organization of production and logistic activities.  

The second industrial revolution covers the period of the 19th and �irst half of the 20th 
centuries and was marked by the invention of production lines and mass production. This 
period is also called the technological revolution because there were many discoveries 
and inventions that changed civilization. Logistics started becoming more signi�icant, new 
forms of transport developed, specialized transport means and systems for automatic 
handling of goods appeared. Supply chain management became global, logistic networks 
developed, new �ields and companies that specialize in certain logistic activities and 
processes arose.  

The third industrial revolution covers the period of three decades at the end of the 20th 
century and is marked by the development of ICT and their application in the �ield of 
production. The application of computers in production processes is the most important 
for this period. The Logistics & Supply Chain Management concept was introduced. 
Companies manage their supply chains on the global level, cooperate with suppliers, 
buyers, users and business partners, apply new business models and compare themselves 

• ភស���រកម� ២.០ (Automation of Handling System)

បដិវត�ន៍ឧស��ហកម� ២.០ �ន�ប់��ើម��បដណ�ប់�ក��ងអំឡ�ងសតវត��រ�ទី១៩ រហូត

ដល់�ក់ក���លសតវត��រ�ទី២០។    �ក��ងរយៈ��ល��ះ ឧស��ហកម��ស់�នបន�

រ�កច��ើន ខណៈឧស��ហកម�ថ�ីក៏�ប់កំ�ើត�ើងដូច� ឧស��ហកម���ក��ប ���ង 

និងអគ�សិនី   �មួយរបកគំ�ើញ និង�រប��ើតថ��ី��ើន។ �������ក់ផលិតកម� និង�រ

ផលិតក��ងបរ��ណ��ង់���យធំ �ន�ប់��ើម�ើត�ន�ើង �ើយ�រដឹកជ���ន�ន់��

�នលក�ណៈសំ�ន់ �យ��ច��ញនូវទ��ង់ និងម����យដឹកជ���ន��ល�ន់��

�នជំ�ញ។ �រ�ើក�ក់ និងជ���នទំនិញ��ើ�ើង�យ��ើ���ស់ឧបករណ៍ស�យ័��វត�ិ

ជំនួសឱ��ក���ំងមនុស��។
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• ភស���រកម� ៣.០ (Systemization of Logistics Management) 

បដិវត�ន៍ឧស��ហកម� ៣.០  �ន��បដណ�ប់�ក��ងរយៈ��ល  ៣០���ំចុង���យ��

សតវត��រ�ទី២០ និង�ន�រ��ច��ញនូវវត��នរបស់ប���កវ�ទ��ព័ត៌�នវ�ទ�� (ICT) �ក��ង

វ�ស័យផលិតកម�។ �រ��ើ���ស់��ព័ន�កំុព���ទ័រ�ក��ងដំ�ើរ�រផលិតគឺ�ន�រៈសំ�ន់

បំផុត ខណៈគំនិតក��ង�រ��ប់��ង�������ក់ផ�ត់ផ�ង់ និងភស���រកម� (Logistics & Supply 

Chain Management Concept) �ប់��ើម���វ�ន��ើ���ស់�ក��ងផលិតកម�។ �������ក់

ផ�ត់ផ�ង់�ប់��ើមវ�វត�ន៍��លក�ណៈសកល �យ�ន�រសហ�ររ�ងអ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់,  

អ�កទិញ, អ�ក��ើ���ស់ និង��គូ�ជីវកម�����ង�ៀត រួម�មួយនឹង�រប��ើតគំរូ�ជីវកម�ថ�ី 

�ើម��ីប��ើន�ព��កួត����ង។  �ក��ងភស���រកម� ���ប់��ើម��ើ���ស់ប���កវ�ទ��

ព័ត៌�នវ�ទ��  ស���ប់កំណត់អត�ស���ណ  ���តពិនិត��  ���ស់ប��រទិន�ន័យ និង��ប់��ង

ដំ�ើរ�រ។
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for this period. The Logistics & Supply Chain Management concept was introduced. 
Companies manage their supply chains on the global level, cooperate with suppliers, 
buyers, users and business partners, apply new business models and compare themselves 
with competition (Christopher, 2011). Logistics uses ICT, identi�ication technologies and 
facilities monitoring, forms of electronic exchange of data, new technical solutions and 
software applications designed for managing processes and activities (Radivojević, 2016). 

cambodia_4.0

• ភស���រកម� ៤.០ (Logistical Management Automation) 

បដិវត�ន៍ឧស��ហកម� ៤.០  �ើត�ន�ើង�ក��ងសតវត��រ�ទី២១ ��ល���វ�នស���ល់

�យ�ររួមប���ល�����ប���កវ�ទ��ព័ត៌�នវ�ទ�� (ICT) �ក��ងដំ�ើរ�រ និងសកម��ព

ផលិតកម�។ របកគំ�ើញសំ�ន់ៗមួយចំនួន���វ�នរក�ើញដូច� មនុស��យន�, ប���

សិប��និម�ិត (Arti�cial Intelligence), Internet of Things, Big Data និង3D Printing 

��ើម ។ �ងច�������ត�ប់��ើម�នវត��ន�ើង�មួយនឹងដំ�ើរ�រស�យ័��វត� ិនិង

�ន�រ��ករ���កព័ត៌�ន��ន់��គូ�ជីវកម�, អ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់, អ�កទិញ, អ�ក��ើ���ស ់

និង�គី�ក់ព័ន�����ង�ៀត�យ��ើ���ស់ប���ញអីុនធឺណិត។ �ក��ងបរ�បទថ�ី��ះ 

ភស���រកម� ៤.០ ���វផ�ល់ព័ត៌�ន��ម��ល����ក់���ង ���មៗ, �ម�នពីត���វ�រ

ទីផ��រ, ��ើយតប�នឹង�រ��ញចិត� និងបុគ�លិកលក�ណៈពិ��សរបស់អតិថិជន ខណៈ

��ល�������ក់ផ�ត់ផ�ង់�ន់�����វ�នប���ញ �មរយៈស�ហរណកម�តំបន់ និងចរន���

�កល�វូបនីយកម�។ ចំ�ះ��តិបត��ិរ��ភស���រកម� ៤.០ គឺ���ក��ើប���កវ�ទ��

ឌីជីថលសំ�ន់ៗមួយចំនួន រួម�ន IoT, AI និងBig Data �ើម��ី��ឱ���រដឹកជ���នទំនិញ

�ន��ឹម���វ �ំងបរ��ណ និងគុណ�ព ��ន់ទី�ំងអតិថិជន�ល� �ន�ន់

��ល���។  �ើសពី��ះ�ៀត  ក៏�ប់��ើម�ន�រ��ើ���ស់រ�ូប៉ូត ���ន និងឧបករណ៍

ស�័យ��វត�ិមួយចំនួន����ង�ៀត ប��ើដល់�រដឹកជ���នផង��រ។


